**Potato chips:** We can make a real difference when we all “chip in” together to help students! Thank for supporting our students (and me!)

**Sticky notes:** You always “stick” by our students (even when it is difficult!) Thanks for being great role models for them!

**Bottled water:** I can’t keep it “bottled” up! I love how you are “clear and cool” with our students! Thanks for the hard work you do every day!

**Flowers:** Thanks for working with me to help our students “bloom!”

**Candy:** Working with you is a sweet treat! Thank you for being incredible colleagues!

**Goldfish crackers:** You do “fin-tastic” things with the students! Thanks for working with me to make our students great!

**Bouncy balls:** Thanks for being so “on the ball!” I love working with you to help our students!

**Hot wheels:** Thanks for going the “extra mile” to work with me to help keep our students on “track!”

**Jelly beans:** Thanks for “bean” so great to work with!

**Cookies:** You are a bunch of “smart cookies!” Thanks for being so sweet to work with!

**Peppermints:** You are worth a “mint!”

**100 Grand Bar:** You are worth a million, but I could only afford “100 Grand!”
Payday candy bar—Every day should be “payday” for how hard you work!

**Popcorn:** Problems may “POP” up…have your students see their professional school counselor!
Candy hearts: Thanks for putting your “heart” into everything you do for the students!

Life savers: You are “life savers” to our students—never forget that you make a difference every day!

Pen: You do stud”pen”dous work with our students every day! Thanks for all you give!

Herseys hugs and kisses: Thanks for supporting your school counseling program! Hugs and Kisses from your school counselor!

Doughnut holes: I appreciate your support a “hole” lot!

Starburst: You are a “star” to me and to the students! Keep up the good work!

Jennifer Boyer
MSCA Advocacy Chair